
 

 

 

  

WeCanAccess Youth 
 ACCESSIBILITY AND INCLUSION  

  
Did you know that around 1 billion people,15% of the world’s 
population, have a recognised disability?  
  
That means that you will have children with disabilities in your school or 
club, that might be visible or hidden. It can be hard for children with 
disabilities to keep up with their peers in school and socially. Their 
selfesteem and confidence might be damaged, and you might be missing 
out on a good friend.  
  
This activity challenges you to see the world through someone else’s eyes. 
Once you have an understanding, you can come up with ideas on how to 
get to know and include your differently abled peers. We’d like to hear your 
ideas and your experiences, so once you have completed the activities, write about it, or 
record it, and send it to us at challenge@wecanaccess.com! More details about how to do 
this at the end!   
  
1. WHAT IS DISABILITY? (10-20 minutes) 
  
In groups, discuss these questions;  

 What is a disability?  
  

 Do you know anyone with a disability?  
  

 What do they need to help them at home/ school/ out and about?  
  

 What (if anything) do you do to help them at home/ school/ out and 
about?  
  

 Have you ever tried to go somewhere or do something but needed 
help to do it?  The pictures below, might give you some ideas:   

  
 

 How did it make you feel not being able to do things by yourself?   
  



  

 

 

  

 
2. LIVING WITH A DISABILITY (15-20 mins)  
  
On a separate sheet, you will find a description of 5 different children with different 
disabilities. In small groups, choose a person from the list and get to know them 
by choosing one person to read the description out loud to everyone else. With 
your group, imagine you know that person and see if you can answer the 
following questions……  

 What challenges might that person face day to day?   

 What challenges might they face at school in the playground or classroom?  

 What challenges might they face making friends?   

 How might this make them feel?  
  
If you know someone with a disability, you can ask them the questions but ONLY 
IF THEY ARE COMFORTABLE with you doing that!!    
  
3. INCLUDING EVERYONE (10-30 min)   

  
Now you understand a bit more about disability, think about how what 
you could do to get to know and include someone. What could you do 
in the playground, in the classroom or in your club? Share your ideas 
with the whole group.   
  

  
4. TELL US MORE  
  
Tell us about your experiences and your ideas for how to be more inclusive. You could 
write about it, make a video about it, draw us a picture or a comic strip about it. Then send 
it to us at challenge@wecanaccess.com.   
  
Things we would like to hear about:   
  
Tell us about your disability. What makes life better for you? How would 
you like people to treat you? What would you like them to do or to 
know?   
  
How would you make things easier for your friends or siblings with 
disabilities? What do you do to include them in your games? What do 
you think your teachers or classmates should do at school?   
  
We will publish the best pieces on our website: www.wecanaccess.com!  
  
If you have any questions, just get in touch:   
Twitter: @wecanaccess        Email: challenge@wecanaccess.com    
Website: www.wecanaccess.com     Facebook: facebook.com/wecanaccess  
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MEET THE KIDS 

Below are descriptions of 5 kids who have disabilities. They are all based on real people.  

Use these descriptions to imagine what it is like to have a disability and take part in the 

Youth Voice exercises. Or maybe you don’t need to imagine, maybe you have a disability 

or know someone who does have one. You can use your experiences to help make the 

world more inclusive and accessible!   

 

 

Adele is hearing impaired. Adele could hear when she was born but became deaf after 

a serious illness when she was 2. She is now hearing impaired in both ears. Her left ear is 

worse than her right ear. Adele is a friendly, happy girl who likes to learn and play but she 

sometimes struggles to join in properly in the classroom and playground.  When asked to 

describe what it’s like being hearing impaired, Adele said:  

“Difficult because we have to concentrate more than hearing people so we can get more 

tired and stressful because you can’t hear the important stuff”.   

Adele says that she can’t always tell where noises are coming from, so if her friends call 

her in the playground, she might struggle to find them.  

In a noisy room, she can’t hear her teacher or what her friends are saying so can’t follow 

the lesson easily.   

If people aren’t facing her when they speak, she will miss words and tone of voice.  

If Adele came to your school, how would you make her feel welcome and included in your 

lessons and games?   

 

 

Mary has cerebral palsy. She can’t walk or stand well and uses an electric wheelchair to 

get around. Mary can’t keep up with running games in the playground.   

Because she is sitting down all the time, she often can’t hear what her friends are talking 

about above her head. She says she gets sad that she doesn’t always understand what 

they are talking about and struggles to join in. Because she has to work harder to be hear, 

she sometimes sounds bossy.   

Her condition means she can’t always hold things very well but usually just needs the right 

things to help her. She loves making slime, playing computer games and gossiping.  

If Mary came to your school, how would you make her feel welcome and included in your 

lessons and games.   

 

 

    



  

 

 

  

Rei has Crohn’s disease. Crohn’s disease means his digestive tract can become inflamed 

and swollen, causing pain in his stomach, mouth ulcers and tiredness.  He needs to take a 

lot of medicines and has to go for a lot of medical appointments. As a result he is off school 

a lot. When Rei is in school, he enjoys football but gets worn out quickly. Because he 

misses so much school he can be very shy and doesn’t always know what is going on in 

class.  

If Rei was in your class, how would you make him feel welcome and included in your 

lessons and games?  

 
  

Nik has retinitis pigmentosa, a condition that causes tunnel vision. Nik can only see 

things that are straight in front of him. He cannot see things that are at the side of him, 

above or below. This means that if you pass Nik a pen (or borrow one of his), you have to 

make sure he knows you have put it on the desk for him (or taken it).   

Getting around can be tricky for Nik. He can’t always see where his feet are, so can easily 

trip over things on the floor, walk into desks or fall down steps. Because Nik can’t always 

see who is speaking, he needs to be able to hear what is going on to join in properly. A 

noisy classroom or playground can be confusing.   

Nik is a fun boy, who loves to play and joke around with his friends. If Nik came to your 

school, how would you make him feel welcome and included in your lessons and games?  

 

 

Elie has type I diabetes. Her body cannot control her blood sugar levels and, if she has 

too much or too little sugar in her blood, she can collapse. She must measure her blood 

sugar by pricking her finger before and after every meal and give herself insulin injections 

to keep her blood sugar level. Her food must be measured out to help her control it and she 

must not eat anything extra or too sugary.   

Elie is very sporty but must check her sugar levels before and after she does anything too 

active. Sometimes her sugar levels drop too much, and she feels a bit dizzy, shaky and 

emotional. When this happens, Elie needs to eat a sugary snack quickly or she could 

collapse!   

Sometimes Elie worries that the kids in her school think she is odd. She thinks they are 

scared that she will collapse and are too afraid to play with her.   

  

If Elie was in your class, how would you make her feel happy and included?  

  

    

  



  

 

 

  

SIBLINGS  

The siblings of children with disabilities have challenges of their own to face. They may 

have to spend long periods of time without one of their parents, if their brother or sister has 

long hospital visits or lots of clinic appointments. They may not be able to visit certain 

places or they might be expected to help look after them. They might be over protective 

and worried about their sibling, or they might be angry and resentful of the attention the 

other child gets. They might be tired after their sibling has a bad night……. 

Often people forget to ask the brothers and sisters of children with special needs and 

disabilities how they are but it important to think about them.   

We have created 2 characters below, based on real people who have siblings with 

disabilities. You might want to do the Youth Voice exercise about the siblings of children 

with disabilities and you can use these characters. Or perhaps you are a sibling and want 

your voice heard. WeCanAccess would like to hear your story, so we can share it and 

make sure that other people don’t feel alone.   

Questions to ask:   

 What challenges might a sibling of a disabled child face at home?  

 What challenges might the sibling of a disabled child face at school?  

 What challenges might they face making friends?  

 How might that make them feel?  

 

  

 

  



  

 

 

  

Meet the Siblings 

 

Ashley is two years older than his little sister, Adele.   

Adele is deaf and struggles to hear what is going on. She gets very upset when Ashley 

sneaks up on her from behind as she can’t hear him and gets a nasty shock. She also gets 

cross when he mumbles and doesn’t speak clearly but it’s just his voice is deep and 

rumbly. He gets embarrassed when they have to speak loudly when they go out and about. 

It is also frustrating when she keeps running movies back on the telly because she hasn’t 

heard the actors properly. He loves her but wishes she wasn’t deaf.   

He gets angry at Adele sometimes, especially when she does things that he thinks are 

unsafe, like trying to cross the road by herself. It is a big worry for him and she doesn’t 

seem to understand that! Also, Adele’s disability takes up a lot of Mum and Dad’s time, he 

feels left out sometimes. No one seems to understand how hard it can be for him! They 

only seem to worry about Adele!   

  

Sandy is younger than her big brother Nik. Nik has retinitis pigmentosa, a condition that 

causes tunnel vision. He can only see things that are straight in front of him. He cannot see 

things that are at the side of him, above or below. Getting around can be tricky for Nik. He 

can’t always see where his feet are, so can easily trip over things on the floor, walk into desks 

or fall down steps.   

Sandy is used to Nik bumping into things at home. She makes sure she puts all her toys 

away and keeps the floor tidy so he doesn’t trip over anything. She also puts things away 

properly so Nik can find them when he needs them. Sandy worries a lot about Nik when he 

is at school – other kids get impatient, and he often gets pushed aside and shoved if he 

doesn’t move fast enough for them. They also tease him by moving his stuff around on his 

desk so he can’t find it. She worries that his classmates don’t play games he can join in 

with.  Sandy sometimes gets so worried that she can’t concentrate in class but she feels 

that people will think she’s being silly to worry, so she doesn’t want to tell anyone.     

 

 

Joe’s sister, Mary, can’t walk or stand well and uses an electric wheelchair to get around.  

His parents spend a lot of time with Mary, doing physiotherapy and helping her wash, dress 

and prepare for school. They also have to take her to a lot of appointments at clinic, so they 

can’t come and watch his football matches and Joe can’t have friends home to play very 

often. 

 

Joe has learned to get on with things by himself. He knows that the more he can do, the 

more it helps her parents, but sometimes he gets annoyed that Mary gets so much 

attention. Joe is a nice kid and usually happy and relaxed but sometimes he gets a bit sad, 

especially when his classmates are talking about playdates or spending time with parents. 

What would you say to Joe if he was in your class? 

  



  

 

 

  

Tell us more! 
 

Tell us about your experiences and your ideas for how to be more inclusive. You could 
write about it, make a video about it, draw us a picture or a comic strip about it. Then send 
it to us at challenge@wecanaccess.com.  We would love to publish your work on or share it 
on social media.  
  
Tell us about your disability. What makes life better for you? How would you like people 
to treat you? What would you like them to do or to know?   
  
Or how would you make things easier for your friends or siblings with disabilities? 
What do you do to include them in your games? What do you think your teachers or 
classmates should do at school?   
  
If you have any questions, just get in touch:   
Twitter: @wecanaccess        Email: challenge@wecanaccess.com    
Website: www.wecanaccess.com     Facebook: facebook.com/wecanaccess    
 
Safeguarding   
We know that schools and clubs will have their own measures to safeguard children 
which it will be applying.   
To help support this, WeCanAccess has some guidelines below but do speak with us if 
there is anything else you would like us to consider.   
 
Submitting items for publication: All items must be submitted to 
emma@wecanaccess.com. All blogs will be read and edited, and videos will be viewed, 
before publication to ensure they meet our content standards and do not contain anything 
defamatory or rude.   The WeCanAccess content policy is available online here: 
https://wecanaccess.com/content-policy/   
 
Names  
We will only publish children’s (under 16) full names and images with written permission 
from a parent or guardian. This should be provided on submission of the blog to the site. 
Parents or guardians should also provide us with contact details, so we can check if 
necessary.   
Alternatively, we are happy to publish work from children that are submitted via a school or 
club.   
 
Images  
Children are very welcome to include images in their blogs but these must be checked by 
staff and, where there is a photo, it must be accompanied by permissions from the parent 
or guardian.   
  
If you wish to discuss issues about safeguarding, ideas for blogs, or anything else, 
please do not hesitate to get in touch with us at challenge@wecanaccess.com or 
tweet @wecanaccess.  
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